H O S T E L

B A R C E L O N A

COVID-19
PREVENTION
PROTOCOL

DAILY HEALTH COVID
PREVENTION TASKS
IN INOUT HOSTEL
At Inout Hostel we have developed strict security measures and protocols for prevention and
health surveillance, reviewed and made up of
both an occupational risk company and a health
Z\Y]LPSSHUJL JVTWHU` PU [OL OLHS[O ÄLSK ;OL
most important measures consist of ventilation
of all spaces, daily disinfection of rooms, toiSL[Z RUVIZ YHPSPUNZ [HISLZ JOHPYZ ^P[O JOSVYPULIHZLKWYVK\J[Z
Our workers have received training to apply it corYLJ[S`[V[OLPYKHPS`[HZRZ[OPZHSSV^Z\Z[VVɈLYH
ZLY]PJL^P[O[OLTH_PT\TN\HYHU[LLZ>LOH]L
removed a large part of the bunks and accessory
furniture to ensure a distance of two meters both
PUZ[H[PJHUKPUTV[PVU

RULES FOR
OUR CUSTOMERS
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`V\Y [LTWLYH[\YL L_JLLKZ  KLNYLLZ *
you will not be able to stay in our facilities and
it will be advised that you go to the medical
ZLY]PJLZ
 .SV]LZHYLUV[HSSV^LK[VLU[LYPUV\YMHJPSP[PLZ
.SV]LZZOV\SKIL[OYV^UPU[OLYLK[YHZOJHU
MV\UKH[[OLLU[YHUJL
 (Z[YLHTVMHSJVOVSPJZVS\[PVU^PSSILWYV]PKLK
MVY`V\YOHUKO`NPLUL
 ([[OLLU[YHUJL[V[OLYLJLW[PVUI\PSKPUN`V\
^PSS ^HSR VU HY[PÄJPHS NYHZZ Y\NZ ^P[O JOSVYPULIHZLKKPZPUMLJ[HU[
 ;OLYL^PSSVUS`ILVULWLYZVUPUZPKL[OLYLJLW[PVU
 *\Z[VTLYZ^PSS^HP[[VLU[LYYLJLW[PVURLLWPUN
the distance of 2 meters, it will be marked with
Z[YPWLZVU[OLÅVVY
 .YLL[PUNZ^PSSILTHKL^P[OV\[WO`ZPJHSJVU-

[HJ[>L^PSSYLJLP]L`V\^P[OHZTPSL\UKLYV\Y
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And the POS will be disinfected with a chloYPULIHZLKWYVK\J[HUKWHWLYHM[LYLHJO\ZL
 >L^PSSNP]L`V\[OLTHNUL[PJJHYKVM[OLYVVT
previously disinfected with a chlorine-based
WYVK\J[
>LHZRV\YJSPLU[Z[VH]VPK[V\JOPUNV[OLYJSPent´s beds, bunk beds, lockers and objects
and it will be necessary for them to keep their
WLYZVUHSVIQLJ[ZPUZPKL[OLPYSVJRLY
 0[PZUV[HSSV^LK[VJHYY`ZSLLWPUNIHNZVYIH[O
towels and it is mandatory to rent sheets and
towels that we will deliver individually bagged
H[[OLYLJLW[PVU
0M`V\ULLKH)HYJLSVUHWSHUVYHU`[V\YPZ[PUformation, you can ask at reception as there
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[OH[J\Z[VTLYZOH]LHJJLZZ[V
 >LPUMVYTV\YJSPLU[Z[OH[MVYZLJ\YP[`S\NNHNL
storage services, a safe, and computers in
common use available to clients or a shared












RP[JOLU^PSSYLTHPUJSVZLK\U[PSM\Y[OLYUV[PJL
.\LZ[Z ^PSS OH]L KPZPUMLJ[HU[ ZVS\[PVU PU [OL
HJJLZZHYLH[V[OLYVVTZ
;OL HYYHUNLTLU[ VM [OL ILKZ PU [OL YVVTZ
respects the minimum safety distance of 2
meters, both in terms of overnight stay, and
PU[LYTZVMTVIPSP[`^P[OPU[OLYVVT0[PZUV[
HSSV^LK[VTV]L[OLM\YUP[\YLHYV\UK
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noted in the time slot that you want to use on
the grill that is hung on the door of each bathroom, since there can only be one person inZPKL
*\Z[VTLYZ ^OV OH]L UV[ KVUL ZV [OYV\NO
[OLPYVUSPULYLZLY]H[PVUJHUI\`HÁ[PJRL[
for the breakfast service consisting of 1 MufÄU  JYPZWIYLHK THYNHYPUL HUK QHT  /HT
and cheese sandwich , 1 small tetrabrik with a
Q\PJLJVɈLLVY[LH^P[OZ\NHYHUKTPSRHUKH
WHJRVMUHWRPUHUKJ\[SLY`,]LY`[OPUNPUPUKP]PK\HSWHJRHNLZ
;OLIYLHRMHZ[ZLY]PJL^PSS[HRLWSHJLV\[ZPKL
on terraces, porches and in the garden, each
ZLWHYH[LKI`HKPZ[HUJLVMTL[LYZ0U[OL[HISLZ`V\^PSSÄUKTHYRLK^P[OHKVSS[OLWVZP[PVUZ ^OLYL `V\ JHU ZP[ >L YLX\LZ[ UV[ [V
move tables and chairs to respect safety dis[HUJLZ
>LHZRV\YJ\Z[VTLYZ[VJVSSLJ[[OLYLTHPUZ
of the breakfast, put them in the bag that will

be provided and throw them in the pedal carts
with green lids located at the entrance of the
YLJLW[PVUHUKYLZ[H\YHU[I\PSKPUNZ
 0U[OLL]LU[[OH[THPU[LUHUJLPZYLX\PYLK`V\
will be asked to leave your room while the
[HZRZHYLILPUNWLYMVYTLK
 >LPUMVYTV\YJSPLU[Z[OH[V\YPU[LYPVYJVTTVU
spaces as well as the hostel’s kitchen will reTHPUJSVZLK\U[PSM\Y[OLYUV[PJL
 (JJLZZMVYWVVS\ZLYZ^PSSILJHYYPLKV\[[HRPUN
into account its capacity and always respecting the possibility that a minimum preventive
distance of 2 meters between bathers is enZ\YLK^P[OPU[OLWVVS

 ([LTWLYH[\YLJVU[YVS^PSSILJHYYPLKV\[[V[OL
\ZLYZVM[OLWVVSH[[OLWVVSLU[YHUJL0U[OL
event that the user presents a body tempera[\YLVM¢*LU[Y`[V[OLMHJPSP[`^PSSILWYVOPIP[LK
 >L ^PSS OH]L PJL MVY OHUK KPZPUMLJ[PVU H[ [OL
LU[YHUJL[V[OLWVVS
 @V\^PSSOH]LHSH^UTH[^P[OJOSVYPULHUK^Hter for cleaning footwear at the entrance to the
pool with residual disinfectant type lye for the
ZOVLZVSLZ
 >L ^PSS WYV]PKL LHJO \ZLY ^P[O H WSHZ[PJ IHN
for disposable material that they must deposit
properly closed in a garbage can (with lid and
WLKHSH[[OLL_P[VM[OLWVVS
 >LHZRV\YJSPLU[Z[VYLZWLJ[[OLZPNUZZV[OH[
mobility continues to respect the 2-meter distances with the tables and with the companPVUZZ[H`PUN

This series of measures have been
taken so that you only worry about
enjoying your stay

CONTINGENCY PLAN IN
CASE THERE IS A CUSTOMER
WITH FEVER OR COVID 19
SYMPTOMS
>L^PSSHZR[OLJSPLU[[VW\[VU[OLTHZRTHRL
his backpack and take it, we will return the money for the stay that is pending and send it to a
OVZWP[HSLTLYNLUJ`ZLY]PJL
>L^PSSUV[PM`[OH[^LOH]LOHKHWVZZPISL
contagion, while we wait for instructions and
we will notify roommates to put on the mask
and we will transfer them to one of our rooms
[OH[OHZKPYLJ[HJJLZZMYVT[OLV\[ZPKL
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